
SWEDEN 

 
1. Please enter the name and address of your school/university 

Name: - Lund University 

Address: - Ole Römers väg 3 

City/Town: - Lund 

ZIP/Postal Code: - 221 00 Lund 

Country: - Sweden 

2. How many years do you have to study architecture? 

5 years 

3. How many people study architecture at your school? (average, if you know 

the amounts for each year that would be great !) 

Total amount of architecture students: - 300 

1st year: - 70 

more: - 70 start every year, the the numbers become less because people drop 

out. 

4. What kind of equipment is there for the students? (eg: plotters, 3D printer, 

lasercutter(s), foamcutter(s), model making room, … | again: if you know the 

amounts for each equipment that would be great !) 

lasercutter, woodworkshop, steelworkshop. 

5. What time is the atelier open for the students? 

from: - 12:00 AM 



to: - 11:59 PM 

6. Is there professional help, something like a chief of the atelier? 

Yes 

Please specify - There are one person in charge of the atelier, then there are 

assistents, architectures in practice, that help you as well. In some courses you 

have other teachers. 

7. How is the relation between you and the professor/'person who leads you 

through the design’: friend-friend, professor as a co-designer, person who tells 

you what's wrong in the idea,…? 

It is a very discussion-based relationship. It is very much up to you how you do 

your design, but the professor has lots of opinions, and point out what you haven't 

thought about. Mostly friendly and not authoritarian. Ofcoures it varies from teacher 

to teacher. Specially guestprofessors have a tendancy to want you to do the design 

"their way". Every project ends with a presentation, and how tuff the jury is differs a 

lot. 

8. How frequently do you (have to) work on your design: several days a week/ 

once a week/ only the weeks before jury/...? 

Several days a week 

9. Is there collaboration with students from other schools or other studies? 

Yes 

which kind of schools/studies: - E.g. there have been workshops with architecture 

students from Denmark. Then we use the Industrial designers workshops aewell. 

There are studentbased collaborations with the different architecture schools in 

Sweden: landscape-, planning-, buildingarchitecture, interiordesign. With 

workshops and seminars and such. Called ArkitektStudenterna. 

10. What are the different options you can chose between at your school? (eg: 

architecture and urban planning, experimental architecture, theoretical 

architecture,…) 

In your third year is the first time you can choose. An eight week project, either:  

experimental architeture, architecture in the landscape, restoration, architecture in 

the city. In the fouth and fifth year you choose courses more free. And then most 

courses are in english. There are courses like: Architecture in extreme enviroment: 

Urban shelter, Sustainable Urban Landscape, Laboratory for Spatial Experiments: 

Interior Architecture & Furniture Design, Architectural Conservation and 

Restoration, 

11. Do you (the students) have your own publication where you write critical 

comments on architecture and other subjects? 

Yes 



please specify - We have a student-magazine based in the architecture school in 

Gothenburg, in which students in Lund also writes: 4 ARK www.0ark.se One issue 

every semester with a theme, where everyone can send in articles. Previous 

themes are e.g. Money, the Body, Identeties. The magazine is a forum where you 

can express ideas connected to architecture that you can't fit in plans and sections. 

12. Do you (the students) publish work by students? 

No 

13. Is there an organisation/group of students that organises extra 

activities/lectures/... to educate themselves and their fellow architecture 

students (not only the organisation of parties, although it can be included)? 

Yes 

please specify - ArkitektStudenterna: The Swedish Architect Students have 

members on all nine architecture schools in Sweden. They arrange seminars, 

workshops and excursions on the different schools. E.g. is a snow-workshop going 

to take place in Umeå (north of Sweden) and two students from each school are 

goin to participate. The student organisation A-sektionen, is only in Lund and take 

care of the introduction of new students, issues conserning studies, parties and 

have had some lectures aswell. 

14. Any ‘famous’ professors? 

Peter Cook is a guest professor, and people he known tend to show up, for 

instance C.J. Lim 

15. Something you want to add yourself? 

www.lth.se A rather small and personal school, which claims to be international, 

with a lot of exchange-students, and masterprograms in english. In a small 

univerity town, in the Malmö-Copenhagen region. Some studios are very 

workshop-based with one week or two week projects, with guestprofessors. Other 

studios have half-year projects. 
 

1. Please enter the name and address of your school/university 

Name: - Chalmers 

Address: - - 

City/Town: - Göteborg 

State: - - 

ZIP/Postal Code: - - 

Country: - Sweden 

2. How many years do you have to study architecture? 

3 for bachelor, 5 for master in architecture 

3. How many people study architecture at your school? (average, if you know 



the amounts for each year that would be great !) 

1st year: - 80 

2nd year: - 80 

3rd year: - 80 

4th year: - no idea 

5th year: - no idea 

4. What kind of equipment is there for the students? (eg: plotters, 3D printer, 

lasercutter(s), foamcutter(s), model making room, … | again: if you know the 

amounts for each equipment that would be great !) 

2 A0 Plotters, carpentry etc. no lasercutter, 3dprinter or such. 

5. What time is the atelier open for the students? 

from: - 12:00 AM 

to: - 12:00 AM 

6. Is there professional help, something like a chief of the atelier? 

Yes 

7. How is the relation between you and the professor/'person who leads you 

through the design’: friend-friend, professor as a co-designer, person who tells 

you what's wrong in the idea,…? 

more like friend-friend than anything else. the problem when it comes to our 

teachers or professors are that they are rather scared of telling us when we aint 

doing good enough, really negative critiscism is very rare. 

8. How frequently do you (have to) work on your design: several days a week/ 

once a week/ only the weeks before jury/...? 

always more or less, of course. 

9. Is there collaboration with students from other schools or other studies? 

Yes 

which kind of schools/studies: - we have some, could be more, collaborations with 

the engineer  

students at the school and some with the interior design and interior architecture 

students at HDK. 

 

10. What are the different options you can chose between at your school? (eg: 

architecture and urban planning, experimental architecture, theoretical 

architecture,…) 

architecture, Urban design, sustainable development, matter space- in the future 

there'll be an interior design studio as well. 
       

 


